NGOs rewarded

Amnesty International.
CCEM.
France-2.
President of Audio-visual Society.
Secours Catholique (CARITAS, France, Catholic Charity)
Article Premiere (a collective of NGOs) was managed by CARITAS.
Secours Catholique like Islamic Charities has not been investigated and condemned for
financing anti-India/n activities. PIB employees received their training at Red Cross and/or
Secours
Catholique.
Secours Catholique gave an unusually high amount as aid to an anti-Indian MS (2004-2006),
even a fraction of which it didn’t allow other applicants of Indian origin.
Secours Catholique used proxy to carry out such discriminatory policies. One Prodip (name
altered) most likely received his Permanent Residence through Diabetes epidemic paranoia in
France was employed by Secours Catholique.
Many French Public hospitals do not take testimony/write an incident, accident report and/or
inform the police if someone enters the hospital with a serious bodily injury. Is the person
seeking intensive care/surgery a victim or an escapee from a failed assassination attempt on
the life of an innocent one ? One must not be surprised if this person (now a patient) is using
someone else's Health and Hospital Care Insurance Certificate along-with a forged ID.
People Smuggling International owners use/abuse, rent/sell Health and Hospital Care Insurance
certificates. In their international network, when one of their customers is in possession of a
Residence Permit of Italy, Portugal and/or Spain, they are smuggled across the border to work
illegally (work place owned, controlled by the same TCO-Transcontinental Criminal
Organisation-People Smuggling International) in France, these illegal aliens have access to
French Health and Medical Care-which is not allowed them in Italy, Portugal and/or Spain.
Because they do not contribute to social security in either of those countries.

Refugitives
French officials deflected questions till about year 2000. (ref………)
French NGO s provided technology and channels for diversions, when administration was
caught with its pants down. (ref………)
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On 06 June, 2007, on page-5 the French newspaper :
www.20minutes.fr
quoted a research scientist working for the government (Centre d’études de l’emploi) “Les
sans-papiers, rouage de l’économie”. (ref………)
Are Un-documented workers wheels-movers of the French economy ?
French NGO CCEM sold (although against French laws) a video showing Indians and non-white
employers in bad light, thus accusations against diplomats of Third World countries included
their roles in indentured slavery.
CCEM circumvented French laws in production and sale of this video.
(After 11 Sep. 2001, EU and France imposed its definition of Charitable, Philanthropic and
religious activities relating to collection of funds on certain organisations, why did not France
impose the same standards, restrictions on CCEM ?)
One of the witness for CCEM retracted her statements and was later found to have lied about
her age and marital status before the court.
(ref………..)
Of course, one could have made the same video in Paris, France itself, but apparently CCEM
was not so much against contemporary forms of slavery but after political mileage it could get
through arousing feelings of hatred against a certain country, ethnic minority.
CCEM was not interested as to what was going-on in its own backyard in France.

Around 1996 when CCEM made that video, hereunder is described as to what was happening
on French soil :
Directors, actors with related bureaucracy in creating and nurturing 'Diabetes Epidemic'.
Although the world over unheard of, French administrators then invented ‘Diabetes epidemic’.
The occupants of presidential palace were openly promoting this delightful drink ‘the river water’
for ‘savor’ so exotic and 'qualité exceptionnel’.
Not in 10’s, or 100’s, but in 1000’s of undocumented foreigners whose background data would
fit into one single category (monolithic-identity), shopped around and were able to locate doctors
(monolithic-identity) who belonged to the similar group of ‘Socially like minded’ persons and
willing to print (assembly line) a diagnose of diabetes in their client’s name. (ref………)
Because common citizens and lay persons would least suspect medical doctors being active in
terror finance and export, that is why the above method was deployed.
This exponentially growing clandestine operation and covert activity (un accounted for funds for
terror finance and export ?) petered out about year 2001. By this time these so called doctors’
names were a talk of the town. Only then the French authorities decided to take token
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measures,
Article L.313-11 alinea 11 du code de l'entrée et du séjour et du droit d'asile.
Around year 2001, French authorities imposed token sanctions on these doctors. By this time,
thousands of these bogus diabetics had their French Residence permits in the safety of their
pockets. They were also allowed to bring-in (or smuggle in) their (real or pseudo) families from
abroad and dependents (real or pseudo- paying clients-for each French Residence Permit, the
going price was about 20,000€).
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